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IS THE BRAIN-DEAD PATIENT REAllY DEAD?

Introduction
On August 29, 2000, Pope John Paul II addressed the 18 th
International Congress of the Transplantation Society that was
being held in Rome. 1 His brief discourse to that meeting of
physicians was significant because it was the first explicit state
ment by a pope regarding the diagnosis of death by neurological
criteria. It was hailed by many as the long-awaited Magisterial
pronouncement on the brain death (BD) controversy that has
divided moralists, physicians and 'lawyers both within the
Catholic Church and within society at large, vindicating.the pre
vailing opinion that death of the whole brain (also called total
brain death, TBD) is an adequate definition for the death of the
human being. 2 This interpretation of the Pope's statement, how
ever, has not gone unchallenged. 3 The heated debate continues
today.
In a recent issue of the National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly,
Dr. Edward J. Furton of the National Catholic Bioethics Center

I Pope JOHN PAUL II, Address to the 18 th International Congress of the
Transplantation Society, (August 29, 2000)" National Catholic Bioethics
Quarterly 1 (2001): 89-92.
1 For instance, Edward J.FURTON calls the papal discourse a "watershed
event" in the Catholic Church's understanding of brain death. See his "A
Comment on the Papal Statement: Clear Direction on the Question of Brain
Death," Ethics and Medic~ 25 (2000): 2.
3 For instance, see Fabian BRUSKEWITZ, Robert VASA, Walt F. WEAVER, Paul
A. BYRNE, Richard G. NILGES and Josef SEIFERT, "Are Organ lransplants Ever
Morally Licit?" The Catholic World Report March 2001, pp. 50-56. A critique
of this essay has been published by Theodore 1. STEINMAN, "A Dangerous
Argument against Organ Donation," National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly 2
(2002): 473-478. Also see the exchange of letters in the colloquy section of the
National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly 3 (2003): 9-12.
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in Boston (U.S.A.) published an essay in which he argued that
"brain death criteria confirm certain long-held· philosophical
views about the nature of death and the human soul within
Catholicism."4 Furton's paper is the most ,recent and, probably,
the strongest argument for the pro-brain death position written
by a Catholic bioethicist.
,.
In this essay, I will respond to Furton's thesis by showing
that the recent scientific data described by Dr. Alan Shewmon
raise serious questions as to whether the currently dominant BD
criteria are, in fact, compatible with an authentic anthropology
that is faithful to the Catholic tradition. Shewmon, a Catholic
physician, professor and chief of pediatric neurology at UCLA,
has written several seminal papers where he has challenged the
BD criteria with clinical data that attacks the presuppositions of
those who advocate BD. His argument is considered by many to
be the strongest challenge to the. pro-brain death .position.
This paper is divided into six parts; First, I open' with a
philosophical analysis of the concept of death. As others have
shown, 'any discussion of the validitY'of brain-based criteria for
death must begin by distinguishing three distinct levels. of
inquiry: the definition of death, diagnostic criteria to meet this
definition of death" and clinical tests to evaluate whether these
criteria have been satisfied. Second, I present a historical sketch
of the movement to change the criteria for death from the tradi
tional cardio-pulmonary criteria to brain-based criteria and
describe the current state of the question in our society. Next, I
summarize the argument made by Dr. Alan Shewmon that has
challenged the consensus opinion that BD is in fact equivalent to
the de.ath of the human individual. Fourth, I move to the papal
address to the International Congress of the' Tr:ansplantatioQ.
So<;:iety. In light of Shewmon's critique, I suggest that questions
still remain regarding the accuracy of the scientific and medical
facts that are presupposed by both sides of the BD debate. Fifth,
I summarize the line of reasoning used by Edward Furton to
defend the validity of the BD criteria against Shewmon's chal

lenge and show that it is incoherent and incompatible with an
authentic Christian anthropology. His defense of theBD criteria
would allow too much because it is unable to distinguish those
individuals suffering from either whole·brain qeath; cortical
brain death or the persistent vegetative state (PVS) ..Finally, as
an alternative to brain-based "criteria for death, I propose that
our understanding of death should involve a holistic perspective
that looks at the destruCtion not of any single organ but of the
entire integrated network that is the human body.

4 Edward J. FURTON, "Brain Death, the Soul, and Organic Life," National
Catholic Bioethics Quarterly 2 (2002): 455-470, p. 457.

Definitions, Criteria, and Tests
Overview

£01'

Death: Philosophical

The debate over the validity of different criteria faT death is
a complex one. As different scholars grappling with this issue
have pointed out, however, the dispute can be clarified by dis
tinguishing. the three levels of discourse that are present'in the
arguments put forward by every side in the debate.;
First, every interlocutor in the debate has a definition of
death. This involves the conceptual basis underlying that indi
vidual's understanding of death. Three dominant categories of
definitions for death exist in the BD literature: 6

1. Biological definitions: Basically, death involves the loss of the
physiological integrative unity of the body. This definition is
species~nonspecific and corresponds to the ordinary under
standing of "death." This is also the mainstream raii6n:ale
for "brain death in both secular? and Catholic circles inelud

5 James L. BERNAT, Charles M. CULVER, and, Bernard GERT. "On the
Definition and Criterion of Death," Annals of Internal medicine 94 (1981):
389-394. Also see Karen GERVAIS, Redefining Death (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1986).
6. For discussion, see D, Alan SHEWMON, "The Brain and Somatic
Integration: Insights into the Standard Biological Rationale for" Equating
"Brain Death" With Death," Journal df Medicine and Philosophy 26 (2001):
457-478.
7 James L BERNAT, "A Defense of the Whole-Brain Concept of Death,"
Hastings Center Report 28 (1998): :14-23; and President's Commission for the
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ing both Working Groups of the Pontifical Academy of
Sciences. s These individuals propose that loss of the entire
brain leads immediately and necessarily to the loss of bodi
ly integrity. This is the so-called whole-brain or total·brain
formulation of the brain death criteria.
Psychological definitions: Basical)y, death involves the per
manent .10sS of consciousness or other essential human
properties associated with personhood. This definition is
species-specific. This is the rationale advocated by those
who propose that death occurs when an individual loses
only those parts of his brain associated with the "higher"
functions of human being including the abilities to think,
feel, and reason. 9 This is the so-called higher-brain or neo
cortical formulation of the brain death criteria.
Sociological definitions: Basically, death involves the loss of
societally conferred membership in the human community.
This definition is culture<specific and it is the rationale advo
eated by those who believe that death is an arbitrary, cultur
ally relative, social construct, which presently in developed
countries happens to be--brain-based. 1o

Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral
Research, Defining Death (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office,
1981)
.
.
8 C. CHAGAS "Conclusions" in Working Group on ·the Artificial
Prolongation of Life and the Determination of the Exact Moment of Death.
October 19-21. 1985 (Scripta Varia 60) (Vatican City: Pontifical Academy of
Sciences. 1986). pp. 113-114; and R.). WHITE, H. ANGSIWU~M, and 1. CARRASCO
DE PAVLA. "Final considerations formulated by the scientific partiCipants" in
Working .Group on the Determination of Brain Death and its Relationship to
Human Death, December 10-14, 1989 (Scripta Varia 83) (Vatiean City:
.
Pontificial Academy of Sciences. 1992), pp. 81-82.
9 As a representative example of thiS position. see Robert M. VEATCH,
"The Impending Collapse of the Whole-Brain Definition of Death," Hastings
Center Report 23 (1993): 18-24.
10 As a representative examples of this position. seeJ•.LAcHs, "The element
of choice in criteria of death," in Death: Beyond Whole<Brain Criteria. ·ed. R. M.
Zaner. (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1988) pp. :233-251; and M:S.
PERNlCK, "Back from the grave: recWTing controversies over defining and diag
nosing death in history." in Death: Beyond 1#hole-:Brain CriteritJ., ed. R. M.
Zane,. (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers; 1988) pp. 17-74.
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Note that disagreements at this first level of discourse would
involve philosophical arguments. There is no need for medical
expertise here since definitions of death arise primarily from
one's anthropological vision of the human person.
Second, every interlocutor has a set of criteria for death that
he uses to determine when his particular definition of death has
been fulfilled. For instance, if an individual held that death
involved the permanent loss of consciousness (a psychological
definition for death), it is likely that he would also embrace a set
of criteria for death that included the destruction of those parts
of the brain necessary for consciousness. However, two individ
uals who held identical definitions for death could still disagree
on the appropriate criteria that would be used to determine
when death actually occurred. For instance, two proponents of
a psychological definition for death could disagree on exactly
which parts of the brain need to be destroyed in order for there
to be the permanent loss of consciousness that they both agree
signals death. At this level of discourse, disagreements would
involve both philosophical and medical; arguments.
Philosophers would need to understand human biology before
they would be able to identify and distinguish the criteria that
will be needed to meet their definition of death.
. Third, every interlocutor in the BD debate has a list of clin
ical tests for de~th that is used to evaluate whether his criteria
for death have been satisfied. To return to our individual who
held that death involved the permanent loss of consciousness,
his list of tests could include either an MRI or a CT scan or EEG
measurements, medical procedures that could determin'e
whether the critical parts of the brain necessary for conscious
ness are still intact or not. Again, two individuals who share both
the same definition and the same criteria for death could still
disagree on the appropriate tests that would could be used to
determine whether a particular individual could in 'fact be
declared dead. At this level of discourse, disagreements would
involve predominantly medical arguments over how clinical
tests best ascertain criteria for. death.
As we. shall see below in the historical overview of the
debate, the last forty years have witnessed disagreements at
every level of the conceptual discourse over death. However, it is
still disagreements over the appropriate definition for death that
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lie at the heart of much of the current controversy over the BD
criteria.

proposed the concept of brain death as a more accurate defini
tion for death. 13 The committee listed the following as charac
teristics of BD: 1) unreceptivity and unresponsitivity; 2) no
movements or breathing; and 3) no reflexes. We should also
mention here that the Ad Hoc Committee did include one test
for its criteria - a flat electroencephalogram - that could be used
to confirm a diagnosis of BD.
Note that the list of characteristics provided by the commit
tee is primarily a list of criteria for death. Significantly, there was
no attempt to provide a justification for the validity of these cri
teria including an argument to show why these particular char
acteristics were authentic signs of death. No definition of death
was provided. Some commentators, noting that the Ad Hoc
Committee had advocated whole"brain ,criteria for death (char
acteristics two and three mentioned above require loss of the
total brain), have suggested that the committee and its chair
man, Dr. Henry K. Beecher, had embraced a biological definition
of death that saw death as the loss of organic integration, but
this claim has been challenged by proponents of higher-brain
definitions. 14 As one historian has ,pointed out, however, both
sides distort Beecher's concerns because "his primary concern
was not which theory of life won out, nor whether his own the
oretical positions were consistent. ,What counted. was solving
such practical problems as protecting transplantation and end
ing useless treatments."I'~ What is key for our discussion here is
that the Harvard Ad HoC' Committee did' not provide a concep
tual justification for its proposal to equate BD and death.
Why did the Ad Hoc Committee propose the new 'criterion
for death? This is one question that often comes up in the debate

The '.Development of Brain-oased Criteria for Death:
Historical Overview
For hundreds, if not thousands, of years, the absence both of
respiration and of pulsation of the arteries was acknowledged as
the definitive sign for death by both the medical and the legal
communities. For instance, in the 1746 book, The ,Uncertairity of
the Signs of Death, ,and the Danger of Precipitate Interments and
Dissections Demonstrated, one of the earliest medical texts to
focus on the question·of death, the common signs for death list
ed include the absence of pulsation of arteries and the absence
of respiration associated with paleness of complexion, coldness
of the body, and rigidity of extremities. I I In the legal profession,
the first four editions of the ·classio reference text, Black's Law
Dictionary, dating from 1891 to 1968 consistently listed thefol
lowing as a definition for death: "The cessation of life; the ceas
ing to exist; defined by 'physicians as a total stoppage of the cir
culation of the blood, and a cessation of the animal and vital
functions consequent thereupon,such as respiration, pulsation,
etc."12 These criteria would reflect what today would be called
the cardio-pulmonary criteria for death. They were the long
accepted standard for determining death.
The medical and legal consensus began to change in 1968.
In August of that year, the Ad Hoc Committee of the Harvard
Medical School to Examine the Definition of Brain Death first

II Jacques Benigne WINSLOW, The Uncertainty of the Signs of Death anp
the Danger of Precipitate Int~rments arzd Dissections Demonstrated(LondO.IJ:
M. Cooper; i 7 4 6 ) . "
.
. ' ,
12 Most recently, see the entry for ',death' in Henry 'CAMPBELL BLACK,
.
Black's Law Dictionary, 4 th revised edition (St. Paul, MN: West
Publishing,
1968): In the 5th edition of the dictionary published in 1979, the definition
for 'death' was changed. Instead of listing the cardio-pulmonary crtienl1;'the
entry now.included a notation that many states,had "statutory definitions. of
death\fhich include brain related criteria."
\

','

13 The Ad Hoc Committee of the HaI\1ard Medical School to Examine
the Definition of Brain Death, "A definition of irreverisble coma," lAMA 205

(1968): 85-88.
14 Henry S. PERNlCK, "Brain Death in a Cultural Context: The
Reconstruction of Death, 1967-1981," in The Definition of Death:
Contemporary Controversies, ed. Stuart J. Youngner, Robert M. Arnold, and
Renie Schapiro (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), pp.
3-33; p. 12.
15 Ibid.
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over BD. In its published report, the Committee noted that there
were two reasons why there was a need for a new definition for
death:
1.

2.

Improvements in resuscitative and, supportive measures have
led to increased efforts to save those who are desperately
injured. Sometimes these effortS have only partial success so
that the result is an individual whose heart continues to beat
but whose brain is irreversibly damaged. The burden is great
on patients who suffer permanent loss of intellect, on their
families, on the hospitals, and on those in need of hospital
beds already occupied by these comatose patients.
Obsolete criteria for the definition of death can lead to con
troversy in obtaining organs for transplantation. 16

One way to read this is that the Committee sought to redefine
death because of two independent reasons: the increasing use of
respirators and the need to protect physicians who do organ
transplants. However. one could also ·link the two and argue that
the Committee claimed that there was a need to redefine death
because there were a lot of brain dead patients on respirators
and the need for their organs was great. As Peter Singer has
pointed out, this interpretation can claim much support for
itself. In fact, the utilitarian presuppositions behind the Ad Hoc
Committee's intentions were actually softened in the final report
since an earlier draft stated that one reason for changing the def
inition of death was the "great need for tissues and organs of,
among others, the patient whose cerebrum has been hopelessly
destroyed, in order to restore those who are salvageable."!?
Another commentator has noted that it was not a coincidence
that the Ad Hoc Committee's report on the brain-based criteria

Ad Hoc Committee, "Definition," p. 85.
Peter SINGER, "Is the Sanctity of Life Ethic Terminally Ill?" Bioethics9
(1995): 307-43. Reprinted in Bioethics: An Anthology ed. Helga Kuhse and
Peter Singer (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1999), pp. 292-301, p. 294. Citing
the earlier draft of the Harvard Ad Hoc Committee's report quoted in Davie
ROTHMAN, Strangers at the BedsU1e (New York: Basic Books, 1991), pp. 162-4.
16
17
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followed shortly after Christiaan Barnard's pioneering heart
transplant: "A new standard of death was needed to detennine
when organs could be removed from a still "living" body." 18
Though some have disputed the role of organ transplantation in
shaping the Harvard criteria, the link seems clear. Significantly,
this was how the Harvard report was presented to the public: All
17 New York TImes articles on the issue of BD from 1967 to 1970
and 9 of 14 such articles from 1971 to 1974 attributed the need
to redefine death primarily to transplantation. 19 In fact, some of
the media presented the BD criteria as one way to protect the
patient from unscrupulous doctors who were eager to harvest
organs from dying individuals. 20 Nevertheless, as Peter Singer
rightly notes, the Harvard Ad Hoc Committee proposal marked
a fundamental shift in our understanding of life and death. We
could now take "wann pulsating human beings," declare them
dead, and even cut out "their hearts and other organs" for trans
plantation purposes. 21
The next major milestone in the history of the redefinition
of death. was the publication, in 1981, of the recommendations
of the President's Commission forthe Study of Ethical Problems
in Medicine and Biomedital and Behavioral Research. The
Commission had been mandated by President Carter to study
"the ethical and legal implications of the matter of defining
death, including the'advisability of developing a uniform defini
tion of death."22 In its conclusions, the Commission articulated
a fonnulation of brain death that has corrie to be known as the
"whole-brain standard" or "total brain death."23 It also proposed
a model statute for brain death, the Unifonn Detennination of

nd
18 Gregory E. PENCE, Classic Cases in Medical Ethics 2
edn. (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1995), p. 21.
19 PERNlCK, "Brain Death," p. 11.
20 Ibid., p. 16
21Peter SINGER, Rethinking Life and Death: The Collapse of Our Traditional
Ethics (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1994), p. 22.
22 President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in
Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, Defining Death
(Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1981), p. 1.
23 Ibid., pp. 1-2.
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Death Act, in which the Commission specified two criteria for
determining death: (l) irreversible cessation of circulatory and
respiratory functions, or (2) irreversible cessation of all func
tions of the'entire brain, including the braihstem. 24
Signifioantly, the Commission'~' report included several
chapters to justify both .its mission and its recommendations:
First, in defending its mission, the Commission maintained that
the most important reason for redefining death was not the need
for viable organs. Rather.. the new criteria for death were man
dated by ~'the need both to render appropriate oare, to patients
and to replace artificial support with morefitting and respectful
behavior when a patient has become a· dead body"~2s
Furthermore, it argued that another incentive to update the cri
teria: for determining death "steins from the increasing realiza
tion that'the dedication of scarce and expensive intensive Care
facilities to bodies without brain functions may not only prolong
the uncertainty and suffering of grieving families but also pre
chlde access to the facilities for patients with reversible condi
tions."26 Thus, the Commission attempted to improve upon the
position of the Harvard Ad Hoc Committee by spelling out how
the BD criteria would. benefit the BD, patient .. it would allow
him to be treated with respect and in a fitting manner...
Second, in defending its recommendations and its advocacy
of the TBD criteria, the Commission advanced a philosophical
argument for its position. First, it embraced a biological defini~
tionfor death. It affirmed that "one Jcharacteristicof living
things which is absent in the dead is the body's capacity to orga
nize and regulate itse1£."27 Thus it, concluded: "Death is that
moment at which the body's physiological system ceases to con
stitute an integrated whole."28 As one piece of evidence for this,
the Commission pointed out that BD bodies cannot be main:
tained indefinitely. They inexorably and imminentely deteriorate
to cardiovascular collapse despite the most aggressive therapy

and resuscitative efforts. The Commission wrote: "Even with
extraordinary medical care, these [somatic] functions cannot be
sustained indefinitely - typically, no longer than several days."29
In other· words, the Commission argued that the brain must be
the ,central integrator'of the body because in its absence, the BD
body is unable to stay alive for an extended period of time, i.e.,
it ha's lost its homeostatic integration. Next, the Commission
went on 'to argue that the brain was the complex organizer and
regulator of bodily functions beCause "[o]nly the brain can
direct ,the entire organism."30 Thus, according to the
Commission, the BD body. has lost many integrative functions.
Commenting on this point, James L Bernat, an influential pro
ponent ,of TBD has written:
"It is primarily the brain that is responsible for the function
ing· 6f the {)rganism as a whole: the integration of organ and tissue
subsystems by neural and neW"oendocrine {;ontrol of temperatW"e,
fluids and electrolytes., nutrition, breathing, circulation/,·appropri
ate responses to danger, among others. The cardiac arrest patient
with whole brain destruction is simply a preparation of uninteg
rated individual subsystems, since the organism as a whole has
ceased functioning.")1

Thus, loss of the brain necessarily leads to the loss of the inte
gration of the body, which is death. This argument proposed by
the President's Commission has become what one philosopher
has called the standard paradigm used to .justify the TBD crite
ria for death. 32
Finally, there is one more important event that needs to be
mentioned in this historical overview of the development of
brain-based criteria for death. This is the 1975-76 case of Karen

Ibid., p. 35.
Ibid., p. 34
)1 James L: BSRNAT,', "The defintion, criterion; and statute 'of death:'
Semin. Neural. 4(1984): 45,51, p:48.
)2 Michael POTTS, "A Requiem' for Whole-Brain Death: A Response to D.
Alan Shewmon's 'The Brain and Somatic, Integration," Journal of Medicine
and Philosophy 26 (2001): 479-491:
'
29

,~o

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid.,
28 Ibid.,
24

21

p. 73.
p. 24.
p. 32.
p. 33.

, _I
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Anne Quiruan that brought extensive media attention to the
question of end-of-life care. 33 Though most news accounts care
fully explained that Quiruan did not meet the criteria forBD, the
reports also argued that the use of the BD criteria for death was
o'ne way to stop .physicians from usiqg futile machinery that pro
longed and intruded upon a good death. 34 According to one com
mentator, this shift in the media's explanation of why BD was
necessary - from a way to protect the public from organ thieves
to a way to protect the public against futile and medioal inter
ventions - probably played a central role in the speed with which
the model brain-death legislation proposed by the President's
Commission was enacted. 35 Since the publication of the 1981
report of the President's Commission, the TBD criteria has ·been
endorsed by all the states in the United States and by many other
western nations. In a recent survey of brain death criteria
throughout the world, 70 of the 80 countries (88%) that had
legal standards for death have accepted some definition of BD as
their standard. 36 In addition, detailed clinical tests to diagnose
TED have now been published to try· to standardize the medical
diagnostic criteria for the TBD .conditionY These usually consist
of a battery of tests and procedures, including establislunent of
an etiology sufficient to account for the loss of all brain func
tions, diagnosing the presence of coma, documenting apnea and
the absence of brainstem reflexes, excluding reversible condi
tions, and showing persistence of these findings over a sufficient
period of time. 38 Today, the TED criteria for death have replaced
the cardio-pulmonary criteria as the medical and legal standard
for death.

Despite the apparent universal acceptance of the neurologi
cal criteria for death, however, BD - from now on, all references
to BD patients will presume the TBD criteria - has remained
controversial even where it has become the legal standard.
Significantly, thirty-five years after the publication of the
Harvard criteria, the public at large still does not really believe
that BD individuals are really and truly dead. In 1994, a Miami
Herald story was headlined "Brain-Dead Woman Kept Alive in
Hopes She'll Bear Child." After the same woman did bear her
child, the San Francisco Chronicle .reported: "Brain-Dead
Woman Gives Birth, then Dies."39 Newspaper reporters are not
the only ones who deny that the brain dead' are really dead. In a
study of doctors and nurses who work-with BD patients at hos
pitals in Cleveland, OH, one in three of them thought that peo
ple whose brains had died could be classified as dead because
they were "irreversibly dying" or because they had an "unac
ceptable quality of life."40 In India, 17.3% of the medical staff
surveyed believed that BD is reversible. 41 Peter Singer suggests
that the common-place and persistent refusal of both the ordi
nary layman and the medical professional to equate brain death
and death is probably because "people have enough common
sense to see that the brain dead are not really dead. [... J The
brain death criterion of death is nothing other thana convenient
fiction. It was proposed and accepted because it makes it possi
ble for us to salvage organs that would otherwise be wasted, and
to withdraw medical treatment when it is doing no good."42
Though this proposal is certainly a controversial one, it is strik
ing to me that no hospital or medical school has ever proposed
that medical students perform pathology dissections on BD indi
viduals or that experimental drugs be used on BD patients to test

Jl For extensive discussion on the Karen Quinlan case, see PENCE, Classic
cases, pp. 3-17.
:l4 PERNlCK, "Brain Death," p. 18.
35 Ibid., p. 17.
36 Eelco P.M. WUDICKS, "Brain death worldwide: Accepted fact but no
global consensus in diagnostic criteria," Neurology 58 (2002): 20-25.
37 Most recently, see Eelco P. M. WUDICKS, "The Diagnosis .of Brain
Death," N Engl J Med 34.4 (2001): 1215-1221.
38 Report of the Medical' Consultants on the Diagnosis of Death,
"Guidelines for the Detennination of Death," JAMA 246 (1981): 2184·2186.>

Cited by Peter SINGER in "Is the Sanctity of Life Ethic," p. 295.
Stuart YOUNGNER et al., "'Brain Death' and Organ Renieval: A Cross
sectional Survey of Knowledge and ·Concepts Among Health Professionals,"
JAMA 261 (1990): 2205-2210.
41 P. SINGH et .al.; "Level of awareness about transplantation, brain death
and cadaveric organ donation in hospital staff in India," ?rog Transplant 12
(2002):289-92.
42 SINGER, "Is the Sanctity of Life Ethic," p. 295.
39

40
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their efficacy. Why is this? If BD patients are truly dead then why
treat them any differently from cadavers?

Critiquing Brain
Shewmon, MD

Death: The Argument of Alan

In the academy, criticism of the TBD .criteria :originally came
from advocates who wanted this set of criteria to be replaced by
a higher-brain formulation of death. 43 As noted above, this defi
nitionof death, also called the cerebral or'neocortical criteria for
death, would be fulfilled when the individual lost only those
parts of his brain associated with the "higher" functions of the
human being including the abilities to think, feel, and reason. In
the last ten years or so, however, there has been,a significant and
growing opposition to all brain-based criteria for human
death. 44 One of BD's most influential critics is Alan Shewmon,
MD, professor and chief of pediatric neurology at UCLA.
Shewmon's critique. has focused on the proposition that the
brain is the central integrator of the body. Recall that this is an
essential premise for the standard paradigm proposed by the
President's Commission to justify TBD. Shewmon argues that if
the brain is not the central integrator of the body, then even total
loss of the brain cannot lead to the loss of physiological integra
tion that is indicative of death.

43 F.or representative views of this position and citatir::ms to the litera
ture, see both of Roben M. VEATCH'S essays: "Whole-Brain, Neoconical, and
Higher Brain Related Concepts," in Death: Biiyond WhOle-Brain Criteria, ed.
Richard M. Zaner (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company,
1988), pp. 171-186; and "The Impending Collapse of tlje Whole-Brain
Definition of Death," Hastings Center Report 23 (1993): 18-24.
44 For representative views of this position, see D. Alan SHEWMON, "The
Brain and .Somatic Integration: Insights into the Standard Biological
Rationale for Equating "Brain Death" With Death," Journal of Medicine. and
Philosophy 26 (2001): 457-478; and Roben D. TRuoe;, "'Is It l'ime to Abandon
Brain Death?'! Hastings Center Report 27 (1997): 29-37. Also. see the essays in
Beyond Brain Death: The Case Against Brain Based Criteria for. Human Death,
ed. Michael Potts, Paul A. Byrne, and Richard G. Nilges (Dordrecht: KlUW~T
Academic Publishers, 2000).
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. In its proposal of the TBD criteria, the President's
Commission argued that the brain was the central integrator of
the body. Recall that in support of this, the Commission and
other advocates of TBD cite two lines of evidence. First, they
pointed to theBD patient's cardiovascular instability. Second,
adVOCates of 'TBD like James Bernat, cited earlier, point to a list
of brain-mediated integrative functions and argue that the BD
patient could not possibly be a unified organism without these.
For proponents of TBD, both of these empirically verifiable
signs are clear proof that the brain is the central integrator of
the body.'
.
Alan Shewmon has challenged both lines of evidence that
have been used to justify TBD. First, to counter the claim that
BD patients are imminently going to experience cardiac arrest
and Whole-body system failure because of physiological instabil
ity and the loss of integration, Shewmon has' published a study
of approximately 175 cases of diagnosed BD patients with sur
vival exceeding 'one week. 45 These cases were obtained from the
professional literature, from the media, and from fhis own clini
cal practice. Significantly, of those cases with enough infonna
tion for more extensive study (56 cases), more than half survived
longer than one month, a third longer than two months, seven
survived longer than six months and four longer then one year,
the record being eighteen years and still going! These are cases
of BD patients who did not manifest the instability expected
from a body without physiological integration. Furthermore, the
study revealed that the differences in the survival rates of the BD
patients are largely explainable by non-brain factors: The
process of brain damage leading up to BD frequently induces
secondary damage to the heart and lungs and it is this damage
and not damage to the brain per se that eventually leads to the
rapid death of the individual.
Of the approximately 175 cases documented by Shewmon,
the case of the patient named TK stands out. 46 TK contracted

45 D. Alan SHEWMON, "Chronic 'brain death' Meta-analysis and conceptu
al consequences," Neurology 51 (1998): 1538-1545.
46 D. Alan SHEWMON, "Determining"the Moment of Death: New Evidence,
New Controversies," Presentation at the Jor'nadas de Bioethiea cortference at
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meningitis at age 4, causing such intracranial pressure that his
skull bones split. Since then, multiple brain-wave EEG tests
have been flat, and no spontaneous respirations or brain stem
reflexes have been observed over the subsequent 18 years.
Physicians suggested discontinuing' support, but hi"s mother
would not consider it. TK was eventually transferred home,
where he remains on a ventilator, assimilates food placed in his
stomach by tube, urinates spontaneously, and requires little
more than nursing care. While BD, he has grown, undergone
puberty, overcome infections and healed wounds. Shewmon's
clinical examination of TK revealed that there is no blood flow
into his cranium and an MRI scan revealed that the entire brain,
including the brain stem, has been replaced by disorganized
membranes and fluid. As Shewmon put it, there is no question
that he became brain dead at age 4, but neither is there any
question that he is still alive at age 19. Counter to the claims of
the President's Commission and those who hold thatBD patients
are imminently dying, TK's case is a clear demonstration that
BD patients are able to maintain aphysiological·stability supe
rior to that found in many lCU patients stHl considered .alive..
Second, to counter the claim that BD patients lacking brain
mediated integrative. functions lack physiological illtegration,
Shewmon has made the following argument. 47 First he defines
integrative unity. For him, 'integrative unity~ is possessed by a
putative organism if the latter possesses at least one emergent,
holistic-level property. A property of a c,omposite is defined as
"emergent" if it derives from the mutual interactiop of the parts,
and as "holistic" if it is not predicable of any part or subset elf
parts but only of the entire composite. Next, he points out that
any body requiring. less technological assistance to maintain its
vital functions than some other similar body,that is ,nevertheless
a living whole must possess at least as much robustness of inte
grative unity and hence also be a living whole. Finally, he makes
a, distinction between brain-mediative functions a'nd somatical
ly-mediative functions. For instance, "breathing" is a brain-

the Universiclad de Navarra, Pamplona, Spain, 21-23 October 1999.
47 SHEWMON, "The Brain and Somatic Imegration," pp. 459-471.

mediative function if "breathing" is understood as moving air in
and out of the lungs. This function is coordinated by the brain
stem. However, if "breathing" is understood as a somatically
mediative function, it is better understood as "r.e~piratiort", in the
technical sense of exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide. This
function is coordinated by the mitochondria·.ih each single cell
of the body. Similarly if '~nutrition" is understood as eating, it is
surely coordinated by the brain. ,If, however; it is unclerstood as
the breakdown and assimilation afnutnents for energy and bod
ily structure (the only sense relevant to .somatic integration),
then it is a chemical function of every cell, throughout ,the body.
With these distinctions in place, Shewmon then points out
that many BD patients manifest integrative functions that are
somatically media.ted and can only be accomplished by the body
working as a whole. Forinstante, BD individuals can assimilate
nutrients (requiring the coordinated activity of-the entire diges
tive and circulatory systems);. they cail fight infections ,and for
eign bodies (requiring the coordinated activity .of the entire
immune system); they.can undergo sexual m'atunition· (requir
ing,the coordinated activity of the hormonal and reproductive
systems); and-somecan successfully 'complete the gestation of a
fetus (requiring the coordinateaotivity of a host of systems). All
of these functions ary examples of emergent {holistic. pnoperties
that depeJ;ld .upon the functiQningof the·entire, integrated com
posite. Even more compelling,!,ome BD patients (like TK)
require less technical support,than many other extremely sick or
dying patients who are nevertheless still alive. Therefore,
according to Shewmon, these BD patients, who manifest even
more physiological integration than their lCU counterparts,
must also be alive. He concludes that BD patients are not dead
because they still manifest the physiological integration that
would be missing in truly dead individuals. To put it another
way, BDpatients are not dead because they do nOt meet the bio
logical definition of death that is adv0cated by the Uniforhl
Determination of Death Act.
.
..
,
Besides the essay of Ed~~rd J. Furton that '011 be di'scussed
below, no advocate 0'£ TBD has yet to respond to ,Shewmon's
most developed argument.. However, Shewmon's argum~nthas
been well received by his peers in the medical profession as well
as by philosophers working in bioethics. For': insta~?e, two
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physicians,. 'StHart Youngner,a professor' at Case :Western
University's School of Medicine (U.S.A.), and Robert Arnold, a
professor at the University of Pittsburgh' School 'of Medicine
(U.S.A.) conclvde that "Shewmon effeCtively argues that many
of the body~ mdSt important integrative functions' are not car
ned out by ,the· brairi at all, and continue once the brain has
ceased tb.function~·Hesupports his argum~ntwitha plethora of
clinical evidence and .leaves Bernat and his colleagues [pr0po
nents ·of TBD).:in the untenable. position of saying, "Oh, but we
didrit mean or care abOUt thosefunctions."48 Dr. Amir Halevy of
tHe Bayldt College. of Medicine (U.S.A.) in commenting Jon
Shewmon's .position concludes that it· is "compelling; many of
the integrati\7e functions, of the or.ganism ·as,'a 'whole a.r:e not
brain. mediated. [... J Additionally, the. strongest argument ,that
somatically integrative .functioning continues' despite satisfying
the whole brain criterion of death, and: thus independent of
brain base mediation, is the persistent ventilator-supported "sur
vival" of. some brain dead bodies/,49 -!\ndrew Lustig ofrltne
Department of Religious. Studies,.at Rice University (U.S.A.)
writes': "Shewmonadduces pOwerful. empIrical ! evidence' that
mbst· bniinfunctions 'usually'mentioned :as integrative do not; in
fact, confer,somaticuhity but instead. sustain a':unity"already
presuPIl!osed."50 Finally, Michael Potts, a philosopher specialize
ing in' end,-of.life issues, condtldes:· '.'Shewmon's [argument)
remains suc~essfu) in 'showing that the standard paradigm used
to justifY whole brain death is no longer viable. Requiescatin
pace:"5!'
.;
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As noted in the introcludtidn, John Pal:11 II's statement to the
18 th International, Congress of the Tr;ansplan,tation. Society on
August 29, 2000, was hei'alded;as the· long-awaited magisterial
pronouncement on. BD. In light of Alan Shewmon~s critique of
BD, however, I suggeSt that the philosophical and theological
debate over BD'cannot:,be: closed .simply because the scientific
and medical facts. tha~ are presupposed. by' both sides, of the ,co.n·
troverllY have been ,disputed.
"TheP,Ope's argument ~nsupport·of the TBD criteria,·is rela
tively straightforwar-d. First, the Pope adopts a biological,defin,
ition for death. He .says that the "death of the person is a single
event, consisting in the total disintegra;tionof that un,i,tary anc;i
integrated whole. that is the personal, self.:' According to," the
Pope, this disintegration results from ".the ,sepSlJatiOI). of. the life
principle (or soul) from the corporal. reality of,the.·peFSon."
Presupposed in this definition of death is a Christiqnanthropol
ogy that acknowledges two .truth s, :FirM" the hum.an .beingis an
embodied spirit, a substantial.unity of body and soup~· Second,
th_e soul is the formal principle of.the body, .that principle that
integrates and unifies the body, making it what it is. 53 Note that
this definition of the soul is extremely important because it lies
at the heart ,of the Pope's argument: If'death is. the separation of
the soul from the body, and the soul is the integrating principle
of the body, then ,the .only empirical data. for the ,absence of the
soul will be the loss of bodily<integration. Next, the'Pope:pre
sutnes that the scientific and medical communities have s'hown

;.

Stuar,t·,J. ,YOUNCNER and Rob,ert M. ARNOW, '~PhjJosophical Debates
Apout ~heI;l:efjnition of peath: Who Cares?", JOl-lrrutlofc.Medicine an4
Philosophy 26 (2001); 527-537, p. 5 3 0 . , . .
.
.'
49 A!J1ir HAlEVY,':Beyond, Brain Death?" Journal Q( Mepicine and
Philosophy+6 (2001):'493~5'Ol, p. 495.' ;
:
.
.51) '~: ~dtel.v LusttG, "Theoretical and dinicil 'Concerns About Brain
Ddth: "Phe '];)ebate Coininues:' Journal of Medicine and Philosophy 26' (2001):
447-455. p. 449,
" .
51 P9T1'$, "A RequieJTl,~ p. 490.
48

~2 "The human body shares in the dignity of "the image of God": it is a
human 1;>ody.precisely because' it is.animated by a spiritual soul, and it is the
whole human person that is intended.to become, in the body of Christ, a
temple of the Spirit." Catechism of the Catholic Church, no. 364.
,5) "The unity of soul and body is so profound that one has to consider
the ;soul.to be the "form" of .the' body.- i.e., it is because of i~ spiritual soul
that the body,madeof matter beeomes a living, human body; spirit and mat
ter, in man, are riot ;tWo natUres united, but rather: .their union '£onns:a single
nature." Catechism, no. 365.
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that TBD leads to ·the loss of bodily integration: "Specifically,
this [death] consists in establishing, according to clearly deter
mined parameters commonly held by the international scientif
ic community, the complete and irreversible cessation of all
brain activity (in the cerebrum,ceh:~bellum and brain stem).
This is then considered the sign that the individual organism has
lost its integrative capacity." Thus, the Holy Father 'concludes
that "the fact of death, n'amelythe complete and -irreversible ces
sation of all brain activity, if rigorously.applied, does not seem
to conflict with the essential elements oEa sound anthropology."
Clearly, Pope John Paul II's argument endorsing the neuro
logical criteria for death isan 'instance of the standard ,paradigm
tlsed by proponents of TED.54 As we have seen above, however,
Shewmon's critique of the scientific· and medical data seriously
undermines this defense of TBD. The scientific and medical
communities have not shown that ·TBD·leads to the loss of bod
ily integration. The BD patient stilhna'nifests bodily integration
and thus must still possess his soul'because, by definition, it is
the soul that integrates the body. Thus, the ~D patient has not
met the biologiCal defin,i"tion of death that is presupposed by the
Pope and the Catholic tradition.

Shewmon's most developed argument from a Catholic bioethi
cist. 56
Furton's essay, entitled "Brai.n Death, the Soul, and Organic
Life" is divided into two halves. In the first. half, Furton
describes the long and careful deliberation process undertaken
by the Holy See over the thirty years that preceded the decision
of the Pope to deliver his address to the International Congress
of the Transplantation Society. He .concludes that the Church
has given the question of BD adequate consideration and that
"the small but vocal minority within the Catholic community
who rejects neurological criteria has had ample opportunity to
present its case to the Vatican."57 This part of the essay, though
interesting, is not really relevant to the philosophical issues that
concern us here.
In the .second half of the essay, Furton proposes hi.s own
defense of the TBD criteria. He begins by outlining the anthro
pological framework presumed by the Catholic tradition. Not
surprisingly, his account is in substantial agreement with the
Pope's - the human being is a body/soul ,.composite where the
soul is the formal principle :that unifies and integrates the body.
However, Furton makes a distinction that the ,Pope does not
mlike. He emphasizes that in the human body, the soul is an
intellective or rational- souL As Furton puts it, "the intellective or
rational soul is· the source of integrative unity in the human
body."5B He then goes on to point out that medical science tells

Edward J.' Furton's Defense of the TBD Criteria
L.

: Dr. Edward J. Furton, a Catholic bioethicist at the National
Catholic Bioethics Center in Boston (U.S.A.) has recently pub c
lished an essay to defend the TBD criteria in light of Alan
Shewmon's critique. 55 So far, it is the only response to

. 54 Note the one significant difference between the Pope's argument and
the President's Comrriission. For the Pope, the soul is the spiritual principle
that integrates the body. Forthe Commission, the brain integrates the body.
Thus, as AlanShewmon has correctly pointed out, pace Furlan, "in the
orthodox, biological rationale [the standard paradigm of our secular soci
ety], the. brain plays the role of the soul in Aristotelian-Thomistic anthrop01
ogy." See SHE.WMON, "The Brain and Somatic Integration," footnote 9, p: 475.
Furton misreads Shewmon in his essay, "Brain Death," p. 469.
55 FURTON, "Brain Death," pp. 455-470.

•

56 Responses to' earljc::r versi.ons of Shewmon's thesis from Catholic
bioethicists and physicians inClude J;.ugene F. DIAMOND, "Brain·Based
Detennination of Death ReVisited:! Liltacre'Quarterly 65 (1998): 71-79;
Francis L. DELMONICO and Joseph E. MURRAY, "A Medical Defense of Brain
Death: Why the Standard Criteria Should be Preserved," Ethics and Medics
24 (1999) 2. Though these authors defend the BD criteria, none of them seek
to refute the clinical evidence presented by Shewmon or challenge the inter
pretation of that evidence. Thus, they simply reaffirm and do not demon
strate that brain death equals death of the whole person. For further com
mentary and discussion, see William E. MAY, Catholic Bioethics ami the Gift
of Human Life (Huntington, IN; Our Sunday Visitor, 2000), pp. 302-305
57 Ibid:,p. 457.
58 Ibid., p. 466.
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us that the brain.is the: seat of cognitive life. Thus Furton con
cludes: "If the human being is a substantial union of intellective
soul and physical body, which .unionAakes place through the
'organ ohntellectual,cognition, then it is logical to condudethat
,when the brain is dead the:souLhasdeparted.:'59 For Furton, the
BD individual is dead because.in:th"e absence of,the:brain, the
,rational soul is unable to be "tethered" to the 'body, and thus,
departs. What is left behind is not a corpse but.a living. "subhu
man:~ being that has a soul not unlike the souls of human cells
living in· culture dishes in the laboratory. For Furtol'l, the BD
body is ;another form ofarganie life, ,
. There are two problems~withFurton'sargument. First,it is
unable to properly dis~inguish,the ,BDindiwidual who ,is pre
sumed to be dead and the Persistent Vegetative State (PVS) .indi
vidual who.is presumed to be ali:'Je. This is a problem, with the
argument as it stands because it,presupposes'that one·canclear
ly/define ·the loss of all brain function. Second, Furton~s argu
ment is internally incoherent because of'his presupposition that
an organ is need.ed to mediate the uniQn ~between; the 'bodily mat
ter and the soul. This presupposition is mistaken because it is
based both. upon an outdated hieoorchical'view of organic life
that simply.cannot account for·all, the empirical data and upon
a flawed interpretation of a bona. fide-metaphysical principle
that describes the union of the body and the soul.
First, central to his argument, !Furton claipls that the condi
tion for death properly obtains when the entire brain is d~ad. As
numerous critics of BD have pointed out however, bona fide BD
patients, patients who have been properly diagnosed as TBD,
often retain some brain function. 60 Furt!;l.ermore, the litany of
bra'irifunctions in clinically~ertif'.led BD patients is not short.
First, a. significant number of BDp~ie,ntsqonQt have .Qiabetes
insipidus (water diabetes),<a 'condit~on where the kidneys prd
'-.

Ibid., p. 467.
This paragraph is heavily 1ndepted to the eS~ay :by Robert D. TRUOO,
"Is It Time to Abandon Brain Death?" Hastings Center Report 27 1 (1997): 29
37.
59

60
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duce abnormally large volumes of dilute urine. 61 Since the brain
is the (imly source of the-hormonal regulator responsible for pre
venting this type of diabetes, BD patients without diabetes
insipidus still manifest brain functio,n. Next, many patients who
fulfill the tests for brain death (20% in one study) continue to
show .electrical activity on the EEG. While there is no way to
determine how often this electrical activity represents true
"function" (which-'would be incompatible with the criterion for
TBD),in at'least some cases the activity observed seems fully
compatible with function. 62 . Finally, clinicians have observed
that BD patients frequently respond to surgicaHncision at the
time of organ procurement with. a significant rise in both heart
rate and blood pressure. This suggests that integrated neurolog
ic<;u function a,t a supraspinal level may be pr-esent in at least
some patients clinically dia,gnosedas TBD.63 These studies show
that most patients who have been clinically certified as brain
dead retain some' brain function .. Fur.thermore, as Dr. Robert
Truog has convincingly argued, empirical work has shown that
it is practically impossible to develop clinical tests ·that can
determine that total brain function bas.been lost. A study of over
500 ,patients with both coma and ·apnea showed that "it was not
possible :to verify that a diagnosis made :prior to cardiac arrest
by any set or subset of cri·tena would invariably correlate with a
diffusely destroyedbrain_~'64lnother words, one can never clini
cally diagnose the ,total loss of.brain ·function. BD patients will
al ways show. s.orne' residual brain. functi0n ..
But if BD patients wjllalways' show some residual brain
function, which functions are relevant for the diagnosis of TBD?

\ .
61 Kristen M: OUlWATER and Mark N" ROCKOFF, "Diabetes 'Insipidus
Accompanying Brain Death in Children," Neurology 34 (1984): 1243-1246. .
62 Ernst RODIN et a!', "BrainsteJ;l1 Death," Clinical EletroencephalographY
16 (1985): 63-71,
63 For instance, see D.J. HIll,'
MUNGLANl, and '0, SAPSFORD,
i'Haemodyharriic Re'spo~es' to S~rgery 'iriBrain-Dead Organ Donors,"
Anaesthesia 49 (1994): 835-836.
64 Gaetano F. MOLINARI, "The NINCDS Collaborative Study of Brain
Death: A Historical Perspective," in U.S. Deparonent of Health' and Human
Services; NINCDS Monograph No~ 24. NIH Publication No.BI"2286 (1980):
1-32. Cited in Truog, "Is it Time," p: 30.
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For those who hold that bodily integration is the function of the
brain relevant to the BD debate, the critical functions that need
to be lost for TED to obtain are those fUnctions that are impor
tant for integration including those; mediated by the brain
stem. 65 Thus, they can defend a whole~brain formulation for
death. Furton, however, rejects bodily integration as a adequate
criterion for death. Instead, he has chosen to focus upon cogni
tive life as the function of the brain that is Televant in the BD
debate. Recall that the brain is critical, he states, because sci
ence has shown that it is "the seat of cognitive life." Thus, Furton
has to conclude that the critical functions that need to be lost for
TBD'to obtain are those functions that are important for cogni
tion. Here, he has a problem, because PVS patients - patients
who have lost all higher-hrain functions-like TBD patients have
also lost all cognitive capacities. Therefore, -either Furton has to
conclude that the PVS patient like the' TED patient is dead conclusion rejected by the CatholicChufCh and most main
stream bioethicists - orhe has to conclude that the TBD patient
like the'PVS patient is still alive.
Second, Furton's argument !j·s internally inconsistent
because he presupposes that an organ is needed ·to mediate the
union of body and soul. As .Furton put it, this union "takes place
through the organ of intellectual cognition." Bl1twhy does this
have to be? Why does an orgdn have to mediate the union of a
soul to its matter? Or more generally, why does apart have to
mediate the union of the soul to the whole? In his own essay,
Furton himself does not· hold consistently tO'his own presuppo
sition. First, he argues that the BD patient's body is alive because
it is animated by a subhuman soul. Given his argument, this is
certainly a plausible scenario. But if this is the case, what is the
organ that allows that subhuman soul to animate the BD
patient's body? The liver, the heart, the immune system? None is
obvious, I would argue, because there is none. All the parts in
the BD patient's body are equally important for the functioning
of the whole. To take another example, in his essay, Furton again

a

65 For instance, see James L. BERNAT, "How Much of the Brain Must Die
in Brain Death?" J. Clinical Ethics 3 (1992): 21-26.
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talks about the organic life of an extracted kidney that is alive
outside the donor's body. He argues that this organic life m us t
. arise from the presence of a subhuman soul that animates the
kidney. In this, Furton is again correct. However, again, what is
the mediating part in the kidney, the analog to the brain in the
complete body, that allows it to be ensouled? Again, none is
apparent. These two examples taken from Furton's own work
demonstrate that he presumes th;lt there is no need for anyone
part of a living whole to mediate the union of the soul to subhu
man organic life. But jf there is no need for a part to mediate the
union of the soul and the matter either in the BD patient's body
or in the extracted ·kidney, then why the need for one, the brain,
in the intact human being?
:·1 submit that Furton's presuppos~tion that an organ is need
ed to unite the body and soul is mistaken and that it is mistaken
for two re;lsons. First, as my colleagues and I have argued else
where, th.e presupposition that an organ of integration or medi
ation must exist in every organicheing to unify the body and the
soul is a presupposition based upon a flawed understanding of
the hierarchical constitution of living organisms that cannot
account for ~ll the empirical eviden.ce. 66 Briefly, this flawed view
conceives of organic life as hierarchical where one part, the mas
ter, part, n~essarily exists to integrate and govern the whole.
However, there are m.any forms of organic life - Jor example,
plants, flatworms, mammalian embryos, and in light of
Shewmons work, the adult human being - that are not orga
nized hierarchically.67 They do not have a central integrating

N. AUSTRIACO, GP, B. COLE, OP, and William E. MAY, "Reply to Fr.
National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly 1 (200l): 9-11.
67 For instance, experimental work has shown that no single cell or
group of cells in the early mammalian embryo before the blastocyst stage
has primacy over the other cells. No cell or group of cells is indispensable for
the continued development of the embryo. Rather, the development of each
cell is specified by the interactions among all the cells. Thus, if there is a pri
mary organ responsible for tethering the human soul to the embryo, biolo
gists cannot find it. This is probably the case because mammalian embryos
are characterized by conditional specification of the cells where cell identity
is determined primarily by the interactions among the cells rather than by
66

A5hl~y,".
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organ. Instead, as I will-describe in the last section of this paper,
a holistic systems understanding ,of the body is a more accurate
view of the human being that is able to better account for the
unity and integrity of all forms of organic: life. This systems 'per
spective also points to analtemative to brain-based criteria for
death.
" ,
Second, I propose that Furton's mistaken presupposition is
based upoh a flawed interpretation ofa bona fide metaphysical
principle that is presupposed by the anthropology erribraced by
the Catholic tradition. This metaphysical principle holds that
matter has to be'disposed to receive apaIiticular kindldf form. 68
In other words, according'to many commentators, for a body to
be informed by a rational soul, it must poss'esses a level of earn
plexity and organization appropriate to that form df life. This is
probably the principle Furton wishes to affirm when he says that
an' 'organ proportionate to the soul is needed' for the' soul: to
inform the body. Buthis is a mistaken interpretation. To see·this,
I 'ask 'a question: How do we know .whe,na body has attained a
level of organization appropriate to a particular type of soul?
Simply, when it is' organized in such a way that itposs.esses -the
funciional capacity associated With a particular type of soul.
This follows from the classiCal metaphysical axiom that the only
way'one can 'know what a thing is, is from how it ads, i.e; from
how it functions. Thus, Furton is wrong in. interpretihg this prin
ciple to mean that a body must have the proport-ionate structur
al capacity, i.e., an organ, in order for it tobe disposed to a par
ticular type of soul. If he wants to invoke this metaphysicai prin
ciple in his argument, he properly should say that the body of a
human being is disposed to a rational soul when it has the func
tional capacity for rational life. Again, however, Furton faces the
same problem pointed out earlier because, science has·~shown
that properly speaking, the whole brain is the seat of cognitive

one cell or :by a single group of cells. For derails, see Scott' F: ;GILBERT,
Developmental Biology 6 'h edn (Sundedand, MA: Sinauer Associates, 2000),
pp.56-66,
68 For instance, see St. Thomas'AOUINAS, Summa Theologiae la. 76, 5, ad
1,3.
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life only in a qualified sense. Rather, it is the neocorte:{ that is
truly the seat of cognitive life. Functionally, the patient 'who has
lost all neocortical function has ceased being disposed to a ratio
nal soul in the same way as the patient who nas lost whole-brain
function. Thus, Fur-ton would again have to conclude that the
PVS patient is dead. Like the TBD patient, the,PVS individual is
not functionally·disposdd to and thus lacks a level,of'organiza
tion fit ,for a rational soul. However, as we have already noted,
the Catholic Church and most mainstream bioethicists have
rejected this -conclusion. Asl will discuss in the last section of
this essay, by focusing upon the criteria of bodily integration as
the only appropriate sign for the presence of the soul in the body,
a holistic, a systems understanding of the human being can
properly affirm the metaphysical principle that matter has'to be
properly disposed to form without leading to the insurmount
able problems encountered by Furton.
Finally, Tthink that 'it is important to see how Furton's argu
ment. differs from the standard' paradigm used by both the
President's Commission and the Pope~For the'Pope,Fhe absence
of the soul is made manifest by the loss of'bodily 'integration.
This is a species-nonspebfic definition for death. For Furton,
the absence of the soul is made manifest by the loss of that
organ in the body whose presence allows; the soul ,to be present.
This is a, species-specific definition. (What organ would have to
be missing to declare a dog dead?) In fact, I would propose that
Furton's argument is actuaHy the'argument of those who advo
cate a, higher-brain formulation of· BD cast in classical
Aristotelian terms. For higher-brain advocates, the criterion for
death-is the loss of those parts of the brain responsible for those
functionsuniqtie to persons, i.e:; to think, to feel, and to reason.
For-Furton, the criterion for death is the loss of that 'organ of the
body· responsible for those functions unique to rational souls,
i.e., to think, to feel, and to reason. The parallel is striking. By
replacing the loss of bodily integration as the hallmark sign for
the separation of the soul from the body with another standard,
the loss of the organ of cognitive life, Furton has unwittingly
replaced a bjological definition for death with a psychological
one.
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Death from the Systems Perspective: An Alternative tp
Brain-based Criteria

As Pope John Paul II has re-emphasized in his .discourse to
the InteI1lational Congress of the JrG\nsplantation Society, the
only reliabl~ indicator for the se"paration of the soul ,from its
body is the loss of bodily integration. This follows directly from
the definition that the soul is the. formal principle of the body
that unifies and integrates the. body making it what it is..To
ascertain the death of a patient; we must therefore look for cu
teriaand tests that manifest this loss of ,bodily integration. (o
this last section of my essay, I propose ,that this loss of bodily
integration is best ascertained from within a holistic, systems
perspective of the human body.
As I have described in detail elsewhere,from the system~
perspective, the body is a dynamic, complex, and seamless.ly
integrated network not of organs nor of cells but of molecules,
including DNA, RNA, lipids, and proteins, connecte<:i by reaction
pathways that generate shape, mass, energy, and information
transfer over the course of a huITian lifetime. 69 In contrast·to the
prevailing reductionist and mechanistic view, the organism lis
seen here as a single, unified whole, a.complex and dynamic net
work of inteJ;'acting molecules that appear and then disapp.ear in
time. It is an embodied process that has both spatial and tem
poral manifestations. From the systems perspectiv.e, this partie
ularpattern, this organization of t,he molecules of the hUII\a:~
being, would be a manifestation of his immaterial soul. As not~d
above, one metaphysical principle that governs the relationship
between the body a.nd its soul is that matter has to be prop~dy
disposed to receive a form. From within the context ,of ,the sys
tems persp~ctive, this principle means that matter is disposed.{o
receive a soul when it contains allthemolecules'required to.give
rise to the species-specific network that corresponds toa partic
ular type of soul. Thus, a human body is disposed to r.eceive a
'J
.

.6~. NJ?G. AUSTRIAco, OP, "On Static Eggs and Dynamic EmbryOs,·

National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly 2 (2001): 659-683. The systems. 'Per
spective was first discussed in relationship to death in AuSTRIAco, COLE and
MAY, "Reply to Fr. Ashley," pp. 10-11.
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human soul at fertilization and would cease being disposed
when the molecular network disintegrates.
From the systems perspective, therefore, death would coin
cide with the. disintegration of the molecular network .that
makes up the body:as a whole. This view rejects the idea that one
organ i)1 the body is essential for integration. Rather the whole
system is integrated and united by the soul. Undoubted,ly,
Shewmon would agree. with this perspective. In his most ree.ent
essay, he has argued that .his data also show that there is an
inherentnon-localizability for -integration. In other words; ,"each
part· of the body, especi~ly the brnin, contributes to the stabili
ty, robustness,.and richness of,th~. body's vitality and unity, ,l:,-ut
no one part or evencombinatiQn of parts c,onstitutes that'Vitali.
ty or upity."70 .(This is ,not ,acoinci.dence since Shewmon ,a)so
attributes much of his thinking to the emerging scien<;e. of sys
terns biology.) Note,that this.is nota retuJ;'n to thetraditiomilcar
dio-pulmonary criteria since the absence of respiration .and cir
culation does not immediately lead.to the disintegration ofthe
body (otherwise, we could never use. CPR to r~store bodily func
tion). Instead, death would occur when enough time has passed
after the cessation of respiration and circulation such that indi
vidual cells scattered randomly throughout the body would die
from lack of oxygen. This sporadic but system wide loss of cells
wo.uld quickly and necessarily lead to the irreversible loss of
molecular integritYQf the whole system~nd thus to death.
I

Systems Death and Organ Transplantation

One argument that is often leveled against critics of the.BD
criteria is that abandoning the criteria would exacerbate the
already limited supply of transplantable organs thus leading to
more deaths of patients,?l This is a' utilitarian argument not

SHEWMON, "The Er.ain and Somatic Integration," p. 472 .
For instance, Eugene F. Diamond, a Catholic physician has suggested
that replacing the ED criteria with criteria in li.ne with Shewmon's position
,»,ould eff~ctiv.ely end. 9Qo/q·of all human organ p-ansplantationr and possibly
100% of unpaired vital organ transplantation. I should note here that
70

71
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c0mpatiblewiih the· Catholic moral tradition: However, it is still
important to ascertain the' effects of replacing ,the 'ED criteria
with s-Y5tems~based criteria for death on ;organ'trahsplantation
procedures. At the outset, we should acknowledge 'that it is hot
cleat' how lortg a period. of time mUst pass 'after the cessation: !O'f
respiration' and circulation before the molecular integf.ation 'of
the body has been irreversibly lost.' This, w0uld require much
empirical. and clinical work. -Shewnion' has suggested that twen
ty minutes may be sufficient.7~ Inresp0I'1se, critics 'have charged
that this would effectively ena 90% of allhurnah 0rgan'trans
plantati0n, and possibly 1000/0 '0£ unpaired vital .organ trans
pHiritation·. 73 I would respond,. however, that this does not have
to' follow from 'a systems-based understanding of death~ The
CatholiC' Church's moral pFohibition against 'the donatibn of
unpai-redvitill 0q~ans from a livingindivi-dual is based upoll her
moral'lprohibiti<,)ns agai'rtst murder and stiieide .:....harvesting a
living heart or another.-vitalorgan from a living hiJman' being
would neccessarHY'lead to his death- and no O'ne, including ,the
individual·himself, is mbrally permitted to do this.However,as
lShewmon has' pointed' out., this n0,longer-applies to the person
whose heart and lungs' have ·stopped func'tioning. - removing a
liVing heart ot another vital :organ from a '-living hUrhan being
whose body' has ceased respiration and·circulation does not'lead
tc) the'patient's death. 74 The paiient!sdeath; thedis:i-ntegrati'oh of
his body; occurs fro'm ;rhe lack of oxygen experienced by indiVid
ual cells scattered throughout his body. In other words, after sys
tole, the heart ceases to be a vital organ for the life of the indi

vidual. In fact, from the systems perspe<;tive, aft~r the ce:'isatiof).
of r.espiration and circulation...none of a human being~s.orgarj.s is
vital. Thus, after systole, shouldn't it now-be morally pennissible
for ,the sti1Uiving :individual to donate hjs pnce bu.t no longer
vital organs as a last p.ct of charity bflfQre his -death?'

.
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Conclusion

."

Organ transplants are valuable. As the Pope pointed out in
his discourse to the International. Congress. of the' Transplant
Society, not a few people today owe their lives to organ trans
plant technology.. From a Christian perspectiYe, .however, the
value of: organ donation goes.:beyond its. utility. UIti,mately, its
vallie is grounded in the dignity.ofthehuman person1w.ho is. able
to ,give of himself:to ~mother in a.Very concrele and tangible way.
As John Paul IT said: '~Here.prec5sely lies ·'the:nobilityof the g~s
ture [of organ donation], a gesture which is a genuine act of
love. It is· not just a matter of giving away something that
belongs to us but of giving something of ourselves, for 'by virtue
of its substantial union with a spiritual soul, the human body
cannot be considered as a mere complex of tissues, organs and
functions ... rather it is a constitutive part of the person who
manifests and expresseshimselfthr:01,.lgh it'."7~.Only the human
person, precisely because hejs a person, isal0le to give himself
away through organ donation. It is a privilege that comes with
human dignity,. However,it is also in thenam~ lof tWs'same
human dignity that the CathGlhc Church th;;tllenges ,the mecliGal
and scientific communities to make sure that their definition of
death is consonant with an authentic anthropology. The medical
evidence and philosophical reflection upon that evidence now
suggest that the TBD criteria proposed both by the Harvard Ad
Hoc Committee and the President's Commission do not in fact
cohere with a true anthropology. Thus the time has come for the
criteria to be replaced precisely to protect the dignity of the

-:

,.
biamondis not a ~tilitarian because he quickly acknowledges that ;'this
wouldrtdt' be an unacceptable price to pay..jf the' result· were to be the
restoration of a societal respect for the sanctity:of human ·life that had some
how been lost in the acceptance of whole-brain death as tantamount to death
of the person." See DIAMOND, "Brain-Based Determination," p. 77.
72 A. SHEWMON, "'Brainstem Death," 'Brain Death: and 'IYeath': A Critical
Re-Evaluation of the Purported Evidence," 15sues in Law and 'Medicine 14
(1998): 1.25-'l45, pp. 141-142.
. 73 DIAMOND, "Brain-Based Determination," p. 77.
7. For .SheWmon's position, see ·"Brainstem Death, Brain-·Death and
Death:' pp:.'i28-129. 1
'.
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7S Pope JOHN PAUL II, "Address:' p. 90 (Quoting Donum vitae,
Introduction, no. 3).
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hUIhan .being, alive and dead, organ donor or organ recipient.
Only in this way will bur society· embrace a culture of life fulfill
ing the suggestion of John Paul II who in his encyclical,
Evangelium vitae; suggested that orieway of nurturing a genuine
culture of life "is the donation of organs, performed in an ethi
cally acceptable manner, with a view to offering a chance of
health and even of life itself to the sick who sometimes have no
other hope."76
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POPE JOHN PAUL II AND THE- WAR IN IRAQ

In the aftermath of the armed inter:vention in Iraq and the
overthrow of the regime of Saddam Hussein, commentators
have noted what appears to be a significant change in policy on
the part of the Papacy, expressed in the pronouncements ofPope
John Paul n.! The Pope's words seem to have been more forth
right and specific than comparable papal declarations in the
past. The clearest statement he made was that contained in his
address to the diplomatic corps in January 2003:
"No to war"! War is not always inevitable. It is always a defeat
for humanity. International law, honest dialogue, solidarity
between States, the noble exercise of diplomacy: these:·are methods
worthy of individuals and nations in resolving ·their differences. I
say this as I. think of those who still place their trust in nuclear
weapons and of the,all-too-numerous conflicts which continue to
hold hostage our brothers and sisters in humanityl

The Pope had earlier made similarly strong statements con
demning all war. In his Angelus message for Sunday,. 27 January
2002, the Pope said: "Violence never again! War never again!
Terrorism never again! In the name of God, may every religion
bring upon the earth justice and peace, forgiveness and life,
10ve!".3

I The changes, while manifested clearly in this period, have been in
process, in the Pope's thinking, for many years. See, Giovanni MICCOLI. "La
guerra nella sloria e nella teologia cristiana," in Piero STEFANI and Giovanni
MENESTRlNA eds.• Pace e guerra nella bibbia e nel carano (Brescia: Morcelliana.
2002) 138.
2 www,vatican.vafholy_father/john..pauUiJspeeches/2003/january/docu
ments/hf.jp-ii_spe_20030 113_diplomatic-corps_en.hun!.
1 www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_pau l_iiJangelus/2002/documents/
hf.jp-ii_ang..20020127_en.htm!.

